EC&M’s Mill-Duty WB Brake

Ratings and Sizes
- Torque ratings – 100 to 9,000 lb-ft. (135 to 12,200 Nm)
- Sizes – 8” to 30” (20cm to 76cm)
- Series & Shunt motor applications

Standard Features
- Spring set and electrically released
- DC motor applications
- AC motor applications with rectifier
- AIST rated and suitable for all crane classes
- Corrosion resistant pins
- Grease fittings standard on 19", 23" and 30" brakes sizes

Benefits
- Sight gauges for all adjustments, including shoe wear
- All adjustments thru 23” size at the top of the brake
- Simple brake shoe replacement
- Encapsulated brake coil for simple coil replacement
- Frame bushing on most sizes for easy repair and long life
- Manual release nut allows release and shoe replacement without disturbing brake adjustments
- Self-centering of shoes on the wheel
- Self-centering of brake mechanism around the wheel
- Single nut adjustment of armature gap & shoe clearance

Available Options
- Self-adjuster for improved lining wear and reduced maintenance
- Brake wheel – ductile iron, fully or semi-finished
- Conduit connection box
- Half-torque spring
- NEMA 3R enclosure
- Dust shield

Applications
- Mill-duty cranes – bridge, trolley and hoist
- Conveyors
- Movable bridges

Class 5010 Type F WB Magnetic Brake

Type F Brake for AC and DC Cranes
The Class 5010 Mill-Duty Type F WB Brake is designed for the severe duty encountered in primary metals mills, shipyards, movable bridges, conveyors, and smelting operations. The Type F brake can be used in both AC and DC motor applications and used on both series and shunt DC motors.

Easy to Maintain and Adjust
Ranging in size from 8” to 30,” the WB Brake separates itself from the competition by its conveniently-located overlever assembly, and with fast and easy coil and brake shoe replacement.

Manufactured to Rugged AIST Specifications in the USA
The Class 5010 brake is 100% fabricated and assembled at EC&M’s manufacturing facility in St. Matthews, SC. Each brake is visually, mechanically and electrically tested before shipment. If the customer wishes, the torque can be pre-set at the factory. Built to AIST specifications, no brake matches the ruggedness and reliability of the EC&M brake.
Save up to 50% with EC&M’s Rebuild Program for EC&M and Square D® Brand Crane Power & Control Devices.

- Devices remanufactured using only genuine EC&M OEM parts — meeting OEM and industry specs and standards
- All rebuilds incorporate most recent design enhancements
- New product nameplate provides key information that is matched to factory documentation
- All rebuilt devices backed by 18 month warranty
- EC&M has 100 years of crane control experience

Download our Brochure
Visit us on the web at www.ecandm.net to download our Extend the Life — EC&M’s Rebuild Program brochure.

EC&M — For All Your Crane Control Needs
Let EC&M’s “Crane Gang” minimize your down-time and increase your up-time with best-in-the-industry application expertise and time tested products. From AC and DC drive control systems, to traditional AC and DC electromechanical contactor control, EC&M offers the most complete line of crane control products available.

Crane Control. What we do. All we do.